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Written with clarity and a down-to-earth approach, Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours covers the basics of Microsoft's latest version of SQL Server. Expert author Alison Balter takes you from basic concepts to an intermediate level in 24 one-hour lessons. You will learn all of the basic tasks necessary for the administration of SQL Server 2005. You will also learn how to write and fully utilize:

	
    SQL Server stored procedures

    
	
    Functions

    
	
    Triggers using T-SQL, VB.NET, and C#

    


You will also learn how to output SQL Server data to reports and the Internet. Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours is a well-organized, authoritative introduction that will quickly have you up and running with SQL Server 2005.
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Java Persistence with HibernateManning Publications, 2006
Persistence-the ability of data to outlive an instance of a program-is central to modern applications. Hibernate, the most popular Java persistence tool, provides automatic and transparent object/relational mapping making it a snap to work with SQL databases in Java applications. Hibernate applications are cheaper, more portable, and more resilient...
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Light-Emitting DiodesCambridge University Press, 2003

	Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are devices that are used in a myriad of applications, such as indicator lights in instruments, signage, illuminations, and communication. This graduate textbook covers all aspects of the technology and physics of infrared, visible-spectrum, and white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) made from III-V semiconductors. It...
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Apple Aperture 1.5 Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Apple’s Aperture provides the professional photographer with a powerful new resource for organizing, adjusting, and distributing photographs. Although this young application still has some kinks in it that Apple needs to work out, it may already be the most powerful photo organizing application we’ve ever had.

Today, most...
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Materials for DesignLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	Over the last 10 years there has been a huge growth in the area of materials and design, but most books on the subject deal with advanced, semi-formed materials (that is, materials sold as sheet, rod, tube, etc.). This new book provides much-needed information on the raw materials, and the 'low-down' on what these materials can be...
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Designing Virtual WorldsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The aim of this book is to make people think about virtual world design. Whether you agree  with any of it is not an issue, as long as you advance your own thoughts on the  subject.

Too much virtual world design is derivative. Designers take one  or more existing systems as...
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C# BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
100omprehensive, the C# Bible will have even beginning programmers up and running with Microsoft's new C# language quickly and easily. But this title does not stop at just presenting the C# language - it teaches practical application development in the new .NET Framework. Starting at ground zero, readers will benefit from veteran developer Jeff...
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